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Abstract—Software applications, particularly Enterprise Re-
source Planning (ERP) systems, are crucial to the day-to-day
operations of many industries, where it is essential to maintain
these systems effectively and reliably. In response, Artificial
Intelligence for Operations Systems (AIOps) has emerged as
a dynamic framework, harnessing cutting-edge analytical tech-
nologies like machine learning and big data to enhance incident
management procedures by detecting, predicting, and resolving
issues while pinpointing their root causes. In this paper, we
leverage a promising data-driven strategy, dubbed Subgroup
Discovery (SD), a data mining method that can automatically
mine incident datasets and extract discriminant patterns to
identify the root causes. However, current SD solutions have
limitations in handling complex target concepts with multiple
attributes organized hierarchically. We illustrate this scenario
by examining the case of Java out-of-memory incidents among
several possible applications. We have a dataset that describes
these incidents, including their topology and the types of Java
objects occupying memory when it reaches saturation, with
these types arranged hierarchically. This scenario inspires us to
propose a novel Subgroup Discovery approach that can handle
complex target concepts with hierarchies. To achieve this, we
design a new Subgroup Discovery framework along with a
pattern syntax and a quality measure that ensure the identified
subgroups are relevant, non-redundant, and resilient to noise.
To achieve the desired quality measure, we use the Subjective
Interestingness model that incorporates prior knowledge about
the data and promotes patterns that are both informative and
surprising relative to that knowledge. We apply this framework to
investigate out-of-memory errors and demonstrate its usefulness
in root-cause diagnosis. Notably, this paper stands out as a
contribution to both Data Mining and Java memory analysis
research. To validate the effectiveness of our approach and the
quality of the retrieved patterns, we present an empirical study
conducted on a real-world scenario from our ERP system.

Index Terms—AIOps, Java Memory Analysis, Data Mining,
Subgroup Discovery, Subjective Interestingness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industries are rapidly moving toward digitization thanks to
the notable progress made in AI and software development.
At the heart of this revolution, Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) software systems are directly connected to factories
and their equipments. They provide a large panel of tools
and data to users across different services of a company and
significantly help them to achieve their daily tasks. With the
increasing importance of these software systems in numerous

industry activities, there is a growing need to ensure their
optimal performance. Collecting data from various sources
within the ERP ecosystem allows organizations to gain valu-
able insights into operational efficiency and identify areas for
improvement. In this context, Artificial Intelligence for IT
Operations (AIOps) emerges as a game-changing technology
that refers to the application of advanced data-driven algo-
rithms including machine learning and big data analytics to
intelligently improve, strengthen, and automate a wide range
of IT operations [1]–[4]. Therefore, organizations are turning
to AIOps in order to detect, prevent, diagnose, and rapidly
mitigate high-impact incidents [5]. One of the most common
incidents encountered is related to OutOfMemory errors,
which occur when the memory allocated to the software is
fully utilized, often due to a memory leak caused by some
specific bug. Engineers usually rely on tools that provide
statistics about the memory content at the time of the error,
which aids in identifying the root cause. For example, the
jmap command depicts the memory consumed by each class
in a Java Virtual Machine, as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, these
classes are organized hierarchically in packages. For example,
the class LinkedHashMap in Line 9 is part of the package
java.util, which is itself included in the package java.
By analyzing the histogram, analysts can identify classes that
consume significantly more memory than expected, which may
be the underlying root-cause of memory saturation.

Analyzing histograms can be an overwhelming task for sev-
eral reasons. First, the analyst may lack a clear understanding
of what constitutes “normal” size consumption for each class,
requiring significant experience or reference histograms with
a “healthy” memory consumption. In Fig. 2, for example, the
[C class may not be the cause of the incident despite being
the most consuming class, as this value may be its usual size.
Secondly, some memory incidents are not related to a single
class but to a software feature that impacts several classes
belonging to specific packages. This raises the question of how
to concisely identify the suspicious packages and/or classes
without redundancy, especially when dealing with many hi-
erarchy levels. Finally, analysts often have to inspect a vast
dataset of histograms related to various incidents described
by their contexts (e.g., software version and type) as well as



Figure 1: Overview of our Subjectively Interesting Subgroup Discovery Framework with hierarchical target concepts.

jmap histograms describing memory content.

In this case, the analyst seeks to find contexts that sig-
nificantly co-occur with specific kinds of memory errors to
pinpoint the root cause for several incidents at once. Ex-
isting methods [6]–[9] primarily focus on diagnosing Java
memory problems separately, without analyzing large sets of
incidents simultaneously to discover common patterns. Also,
most of them address particularly the problem of memory
leak detection, whereas there are other possible factors that
can cause OutOfMemory incidents. Our goal is to address
these challenges, by providing a generic approach that extracts
useful information from such datasets.

Mining datasets to identify subgroups that exhibit some
property of interest is known as Subgroup Discovery
(SD) [10], [11]. Among many possibilities, SD aims to find
patterns describing subsets of data where the distribution of
a target variable deviates from the “norm”. However, none
of existing SD approaches have considered the case when
the target concept consists in multiple attributes organized
as hierarchies, such as jmap histograms. To address this
limitation, we introduce a novel and generic SD setting that
elegantly handles this case. We employ Subjective Interest-
ingness framework [12] to model the information dependency
between hierarchical attributes, and assess informativeness of
patterns. This framework has been successfully instantiated
in several data mining tasks [13]–[15]. Its strength lies in its
ability to include the user’s prior knowledge about the data to
find unexpected patterns. It also allows to iteratively update
the interestingness model to account for information already
transmitted to the user during the mining task. We characterize

subgroups with specific subsets of target attributes called
antichains (set of hierarchically incomparable elements). This
antichain constraint allows us to avoid redundancy within the
same pattern, as hierarchically related attributes often transmit
the same information. Different from the method proposed
in [16] which extracts contrastive attributes but from a single
hierarchy, our solution mines a dataset of many hierarchies
described by additional contextual attributes. Our solution
is then applied to analyze a dataset of jmap histograms
and contextualize memory errors, although it remains generic
and suitable for numerous SD tasks with hierarchical target
attributes.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the entire process un-
derlying our proposed approach. The input dataset comprises
incident data, including jmap histograms and other relevant
attributes that contextualize each incident. Additionally, the
approach leverages prior information pertaining to the dataset
under analysis. As an example, these priors could consist of
jmap histograms computed from ”healthy” servers, serving
as benchmarks for expected class sizes. Our approach utilizes
these priors to establish background distributions that repre-
sent ”healthy” memory usage patterns. Subsequently, it sifts
through the incident dataset to identify the most informative
subgroups, pinpointing suspicious classes and packages that
exhibit significant deviations from the established background
distribution. Once this subgroup is identified, it is communi-
cated to the analyst. Following this, the background model
is updated to assimilate this newfound information, which
the analyst is already aware of. This iterative process can be
repeated as necessary, allowing for a refined understanding of



Figure 2: Example of a jmap histogram.

the dataset’s anomalies and patterns. Each of the framework
phases will be discussed in detail in the upcoming sections.
Contributions. Our contribution is three-fold: (1) Unlike
existing Java memory analysis methods that address individual
memory issues within specific use cases, we present a compre-
hensive approach that tackles a wide range of related incidents
stemming from various root causes, which allows for a more
holistic diagnosis. (2) We present a pioneering approach to
address a novel Subgroup Discovery challenge where the
target concept consists of multiple attributes organized in a
hierarchy by introducing an adapted pattern syntax and a new
interestingness measure rooted in Subjective Interestingness,
which properly guides the search for informative and non-
redundant patterns, along with a simple yet effective beam-
search algorithm to search for interesting subgroups. (3) Em-
ploying both qualitative and quantitative analysis, we showcase
the effectiveness of our approach by utilizing a real-world
ERP dataset to mine contextualized jmap histograms, thereby
diagnosing the root causes of memory errors.

II. METHODOLOGY

We performed our analysis on a dataset comprising approx-
imately 4,000 Java memory snapshots, also known as Java
memory heap dumps, which were collected from over 350
servers over a three-month period. Each memory snapshot
represents the instantiated objects residing in the Java virtual
machine heap of a specific server at a specific moment. Each
snapshot is associated with a hierarchical structure that defines
a directed acyclic dependency graph, grouping classes and/or
sub-packages within the same package, along with information
about the size of their instantiated objects. Furthermore, we
enriched these snapshots with additional descriptive features,
including environmental variables, resulting in a wealth of
properties that provide contextual information for Subgroup
Discovery.

A. Raw Data

Java Memory Heap Dumps. The analysis of Java mem-
ory plays a crucial role in monitoring the performance
of Java applications. Java virtual machine (JVM) uses the
heap memory to store objects created by an application,

Figure 3: Example of JMAP sub-hierarchy retrieved from a specific
memory snapshot with some class/package sizes.

and garbage collection is performed to reclaim memory re-
sources that are no longer used. However, the JVM may
not be able to free up memory if objects still retain refer-
ences, which can lead to memory saturation and cause the
java.lang.OutOfMemoryError exception to be thrown.
This error can be due to insufficient allocated heap size, a
coding error that causes memory leaks, or loading a large
number of objects into memory simultaneously. To obtain spe-
cific memory-related statistics, we leverage the command-line
utility jmap with the -histo option. This allows us to obtain
a class-wise histogram that displays the number of instantiated
objects in the heap per class, the total memory used for each
of these objects, and the fully qualified class name. We use
this histogram for each memory snapshot to build a hierarchy
that groups the classes and/or sub-packages recursively into
their parent packages. The sub-hierarchy illustrated in Fig. 3
demonstrates that the package size is the total size of all
its sub-packages or classes. For instance, the java.lang.
package contains the sub-package java.lang.reflect.
as well as the class java.lang.String.

Topology information for contextualization. Each memory
snapshot is accompanied by additional descriptive charac-
teristics. Particularly, these features describe the execution
environment and the software component in which the ex-
ception OutOfMemoryError is triggered. For instance, our
ERP software is characterized by its application identifier, its
software version, its declination among main server families
such as sales, factory, etc. The JVM can be parameterized by
the flag Xmx which specifies the maximum memory allocation
pool for the JVM, the Xms to indicate the initial memory
allocation pool. Information on when the memory collapsed
is also provided (e.g., whether it is a working day).



Table I: Toy Example of a dataset pO,A,Hq. Gray cells indicates that the size values are larger than what was expected.

O Descriptive attributes A Size of instantiated objects w.r.t. packages in MB
represented with hierarchies H (see example for snapshots o1 and o5 in Fig. 3)

softType softVersion Xmx weekDay J.L.* J.L.reflect.* J.L.reflect.Field J.L.reflect.Method J.L.String
o1 Sales V 3 4.2e ` 09 True 3242 2980 280 2700 176

o2 Sales V 3 2.3e ` 09 False 3296 3003 322 2678 355

o3 EDI V 1 6.4e ` 09 True 2305 1474 264 1210 163

o4 Factory V 1 1.8e ` 09 False 2217 1481 386 1095 480

o5 Factory V 2 2.4e ` 09 True 2475 1582 390 1192 513

o6 Manager V 2 5.3e ` 09 True 2016 1258 56 1202 140

o7 Sales V 3 2.4e ` 09 True 3398 2814 320 2494 402

o8 Factory V 3 8.2e ` 09 False 2715 1326 84 1200 147

o9 Sales V 3 6.4e ` 09 True 2430 1577 412 1165 120

o10 Sales V 1 4.5e ` 09 True 2570 1283 68 1215 422

B. A Unified Data Model

We create a dataset D “ pO,A,Hq that unifies the different
data sources mentioned above. O “ toiu1ďiďn is a set of
objects that correspond to memory snapshots indexed by the
pairs (server;timestamp). A “ pajq1ďjďm is a vector
of descriptive attributes used to contextualize the snapshots,
and H “ tHiu1ďiďn is a set of hierarchies constructed from
jmap histograms. These hierarchies group classes and/or sub-
packages that belong to the same package and include the size
of their instantiated Java objects.

Each attribute a can be represented as a mapping a : O ÝÑ

Ra, where Ra is called the domain of attribute a. Ra is given
by R if a is numerical, by a finite set of categories Ci if a
is categorical, or by t0, 1u if a is Boolean. Table I provides a
dataset with 10 objects O “ to1, ..., o10u corresponding to 10
memory snapshots generated during outOfMemoryError
exceptions. Each object is described by 4 attributes and
referenced by a hierarchy H P tH1, ...,H10u. For exam-
ple, the attribute softType is nominal and has 4 possible
values. The attribute Xmx is numerical, and the attribute
weekDay is a Boolean that indicates whether the memory
crash occurred on a working day. Fig. 3 illustrates with a
typical example of sub-hierarchical elements that have varying
values of both H1 and H5, which highlight the integer-valued
attributes associated with class sizes and their corresponding
packages. For instance, the package java.lang.reflect
in H1 has a size of 2.98 GB and contains only two classes,
namely, java.lang.reflect.Method (size of 2.7 GB)
and java.lang.reflect.Field (size of 280 MB).

C. Hierarchical Target Concepts

We consider the scenario where the concepts of interest
are defined as a set of positive integer-based attributes that
are structured hierarchically. These hierarchically organized
concepts are generally referred to as counters based on their
observed values. These counters represent either the size of the
classes (which are located at the leaves of the hierarchy) or
packages (which are located at internal nodes). The root node
represents the size of the heap at the time of the memory crash.
We formally define a hierarchy H P H as follows.

Definition 1 (Hierarchy). A hierarchy Hi P H is defined as a
tuple Hi “ pEpiq,ď, xe1, x

piq
1 yq for i P J1, nK where:

‚ Epiq “ txe1, x
piq
1 y, ..., xek, x

piq
k yu is a set of k items

(nodes or concepts) with their counters. For convenience,
We use sometimes E “ te1, ..., eku to refer to the set of
items without their counters.

‚ ď is a partial order relation defined over this set E,
indicating the relationship of predecessors between hi-
erarchically linked concepts,

‚ @e P E : e1 ď e (the item e1 is called the root of H)
‚ there is only one path from the root e1 to any other item:

@ej , ek, el P E : ej ď el^ek ď el ùñ ej ď ek_ek ď ej .

For example, in Fig. 3, both of the following relations
hold: pjava.lang.*q ď pjava.lang.reflectq and
pjava.lang.*q ď pjava.lang.reflect.Fieldq.

Moreover, we assume that the counter value xl of a concept
el is always larger or equal than the value of its successors.
We introduce the following operations used throughout the
remainder of this paper. Given S Ď E, we have:

‚ Precedessors operator ò, and successors operator ó as:

ò S “ te P E | De1
P S : e ď e1

u,

ó S “ te P E | De1
P S : e1

ď eu,

‚ Strict predecessor relation: ej ă ek ô ej ď ek^ej ‰ ek,
‚ The direct successor relation ă as: ej ă ek ðñó

tejuX ò teku “ tej , eku. Also, if ej ă ek, we use the
notation πk “ j to refer to the index of the only direct
parent of ek (ej “ eπk

),
The counter value of a concept el for an object oi P O

is denoted using the discrete random variable X
piq
l P N. If a

particular value of a concept el is empirically observed for the
object oi P O, it is denoted in the hierarchy Hi by x̂

piq
l .

D. Contrastive Antichains as patterns

We first introduce the concept of contrastive antichains as
interesting patterns based on a single hierarchy. These patterns
are comprised of a subset of hierarchically disjoint concepts
that are informative and non-redundant. In our case study, we
aim to concisely inform developers about suspicious classes
and packages. To evaluate the interestingness of a pattern, we
rely on prior knowledge about counters, such as developers’
rough estimates of the space occupied by classes in the heap.
For example, in Fig. 3, developers expect the size of the
java.lang.string class to be around 160 MB based on



the analysis conducted on healthy servers. Thus, discovering
that this class takes up 513 MB in snapshot o5 is surprising.

Providing the user with such concepts can be interesting.
However, because one counter’s information affects the expec-
tation of other hierarchically related concepts, one intuition
is to recursively aggregate the interesting concepts at the
same level into a higher level of the hierarchy. This approach
is shown in Fig.3, where, for example, instead of listing
both the leaking classes java.lang.reflect.Method
and java.lang.reflect.Field, we only provide their
parent package java.lang.reflect. Another intuition is
to only include non-comparable concepts in the pattern (i.e.,
no concept is a predecessor or successor of any other concept
in the same pattern). We refer to this set of concepts by an
antichain. Thus, an antichain denoted as PA ensures that the
information provided is not redundant. For each identified
concept el P PA for a specific object oi P O, a contrastive
antichain pattern informs the user about the value x̂

piq
l . Yet,

users generally tend to memorize only the order of magnitude
indication instead of precise values. Hence, we refer to the
counters in patterns with the scale tlog2px̂

piq
l qu.

Definition 2 (Contrastive Antichains). Given a hierarchy Hi “

pEpiq,ď, xe1, x
piq
1 yq with pairs of concepts and their values

xel, x
piq
l y P Epiq, a contrastive antichain pattern PA Ď E

is a subset of concepts that form an antichain w.r.t. ď, i.e.,
@ej , ek P PA: ej ď ek ùñ ej “ ek, with the integers
tlogpx̂

piq
l qu describing the scale of the values of their counters.

E. Need to Characterize Subgroups with a Common Antichain

Developers often analyze a large set of objects (memory
snapshots) at once. Providing contrastive antichains for each
individual object can be overwhelming, and many objects
may share hierarchical concepts that have similar properties.
We need to simultaneously characterize a subset of objects
that are together associated to a contrastive antichain pin-
pointing suspicious classes or packages. An interesting ex-
ample in Table I is the subgroup to2, o4, o5, o7u containing
memory snapshots from virtual machines with a Xmx flag
value not exceeding 2.5e ` 09. All these snapshots exhibit
unexpectedly high memory consumption of classes forming
the following antichain: {java.lang.reflect.Field,
java.lang.String}. Identifying interesting subgroups
along with their antichains necessitates a unified pattern lan-
guage. Since there is an extremely large number of subgroups
that can be derived from combinations of descriptive attributes
and target antichains, an automatic Subgroup Discovery ap-
proach can prove invaluable by exploring a set of candidate
hypotheses and using an quality function to score subgroups
and identify the best of them. We exploit the subjective inter-
estingness framework (SI) proposed in [12]. This framework
makes it possible to iteratively incorporate the new information
provided to the user when communicating a subgroup to her,
to avoid communicating subgroups with redundant informa-
tion. For instance, suppose the user is presented with the
subgroup to1, o2, o7, o9u defined by Sales servers of Version

3 associated with an antichain consisting of only the package
java.lang.reflect. Subsequently, the user is presented
with another subgroup containing objects to2, o4, o5, o7u, asso-
ciated with the antichain {java.lang.reflect.Field,
java.lang.String}. Although the second pattern is inter-
esting, it becomes less surprising when the user is aware of the
first pattern, because to2, o7u are already associated with the
concept java.lang.reflect, which is a package that al-
ready includes java.lang.reflect.field. Hence, our
approach should ignore this pattern and suggest a more re-
strictive one, such as the subgroup that covers only to4, o5u

with the description pXmx ă 2.5e`09^ softType “ Factoryq.

III. SUBJECTIVELY INTERESTING SUBGROUPS WITH
CONTRASTIVE ANTICHAINS IN HIERARCHIES

To efficiently exploit Subgroup Discovery with hierarchical
target concepts, we need to address many challenges: (1) han-
dling the complex data structure including both subgroup de-
scriptions and antichains, (2) assessing pattern interestingness
related to a specific subgroup and its retrieved antichain, (3)
defining a mining algorithm that is scalable and can identify
subgroups and antichains that maximize the proposed measure
of interestingness, (4) implementing an effective mechanism
to incrementally update the user’s background knowledge.

A. Pattern Language

We consider a pattern language defined as a pair L “

pLS ,LAq such that LS is the subgroup pattern language
defined over descriptive attributes A, and LA is the antichain
pattern language defined over the concepts E from H. A
pattern P P L is then given as P “ pPs, PAq, where
Ps P LS is a constrained selector of a subset of objects
using their descriptive attribute values and PA P LA is a
retrieved antichain from E. In more details, the subgroup
pattern language is defined as LS “

Ś|A|

j“1 Selj , where Selj
is a selector applied over an attribute aj P A that describes a
set of objects based on their attribute values (e.g., it is given
by the set of all possible intervals in R if aj is numerical).
Hence, Ps P LS is then given by a set of restrictions over each
descriptive attribute i.e., Ps “ pSeljq1ďjďm. These patterns
are ordered from the most general to the most restrictive
by an order relation Ď. More precisely, for two patterns
Ps “ pSeljq1ďjďm P LS and P 1

s “ pSel1jq1ďjďm P LS ,
we have: Ps Ď P 1

s ô @j P J1,mK pSelj Ě Sel1jq. On the
other hand, the antichain pattern language is defined as the
set of all possible antichains that can be derived from E i.e.,
LA “ tPA Ď E | @el, ek P PA: el ď ek ùñ el “ eku.

Subgroup patterns and objects. A subgroup pattern Ps “

pSeljq1ďjďm is referred to as covering an object o P O iff
@j P J1,mK : ajpoq P Selj . A subgroup pattern Ps covers a
set O Ď O iff it covers each object o P O. Using the cover
concept, we define the function δpOq P LS which gives the
most restrictive subgroup pattern that covers a set of objects O:
@Ps P LS , Ps covers O iff Ps Ď δpOq. For a given subgroup



pattern Ps, the set of all objects covered by Ps is referenced
by the extent concept: extpPsq “ to P O | Ps Ď δpoqu [17].

Definition 3 (Subgroup). A subgroup is any subset of objects
s P O that can be selected using a pattern Ps over descriptive
attributes A. The set of all possible subgroups is denoted S “

extpLSq “ textpPsq | Ps P LSu. In other terms, a subgroup is
a set of objects that can be characterized with some restrictions
of attributes, turning it interpretable to the user.

B. Subjective Interestingness Measure

We design a subjective interestingness measure to assess the
quality of each pattern P “ pPs, PAq. This function measures
its surprisingness when contrasted with some background dis-
tribution that represents user priors about the data. Therefore,
we need to formally model the prior beliefs about each counter
xel, x

piq
l y P Epiq. We will present these counters through the

probability distributions PrpX
piq
l “ x

piq
l q.

Background Distributions. For each concept in the hierarchy,
we assume that we have a reference that derives either an
approximation of its value or its proportion to other concepts
that are hierarchically dependent on it. In our case, we compute
jmap histograms on normally behaving servers to derive the
expected values of the size or size proportion of each class
and/or package in the memory heap. Our goal is to represent
the expected value xl of each concept el P E, as well as the
expectations conditioned on the parent except for the root, i.e.,
xl | xπl

. As an example, the java.lang.String class is
expected to have an average size of approximately 160MB, and
the package java.lang.reflect is expected to contain
about 95% of the java.lang.reflect.Method class.

Given these two constraints, there are an infinite number of
possible solutions for defining probability distributions for all
concepts. To address this, we follow the approach of [12] and
consider only the distributions that maximize entropy, meaning
that they do not introduce additional assumptions beyond the
explicitly specified expectations that would reduce the entropy.
As noted in [16], this approach results in geometric probability
distributions for each random variable X

piq
l , hence:

Property 1. The marginal distribution for each random variable X
piq

l
is geometric, and it is given as:

PrpXpiq

l “ xlq “

ˆ

1 ´
1

1 ` x̄l

˙xl

¨
1

1 ` x̄l
.

Interestingness of a Pattern. Now that a probability dis-
tribution has been defined to model the user’s background
knowledge, we need to evaluate the antichain PA on each
object of the subgroup o P extpPsq with respect to its prob-
ability distribution. This is necessary to efficiently determine
the most interesting and surprising patterns that contradict the
background beliefs or the previously discovered findings (i.e.,
after iteratively updating its primary knowledge). To assess
the score of a given pattern P “ pPs, PAq P L, we propose
a new quality measure rooted in the framework of subjective
interestingness SI [12]. SIpP q is defined as the ratio between

the information content of the pattern P and its description
length: SIpP q “

ICpP q

DLpP q
.

The Information Content (IC) measures the amount of
information communicated to the user. It is defined as the
negative log probability under the background distribution:
ICpP q “ ´ logpPrpP qq. However, calculating the information
content of such complex pattern can be challenging, especially
when dealing with multiple probability distributions of the
same concept associated with different objects in the subgroup.
To address this, we aim to quantify the information gain pro-
vided by an effective aggregation of counters xel, x̂

piq
l y in PA,

by evaluating the objects of the subgroup under their respective
probability distributions (which might have been updated in
previous iterations). A straightforward solution would be to
use the mean value of each concept in the subgroup. However,
the mean is too sensitive to outliers and does not provide a
complete overview of the subgroup values w.r.t. a concept, as
no assumptions are made about the subgroup variance.

To overcome this issue, we came out with the idea of
calculating the cumulative distribution function from the quan-
tile qα of order α that indicates the value below which
a certain percentage of the subgroup values fall, for each
concept. The hyperparameter (0 ă α ă 1) is selected
based on the quality of the subgroups returned. For in-
stance, if the quantile of order 0.25 is considered, then our
solution informs the user that 75% of the subgroup val-
ues are greater than this quantile. To better understand this
approach, let’s consider the subgroup s “ to1, o2, o7, o9u

with corresponding values t2980, 3003, 2814, 1577u for the
package java.lang.reflect. Assuming that all objects
have the same geometric probability distribution with a mean
of 1250MB (in the first iteration), we can use the cumulative
distribution function under the quantile of order 0.25 to calcu-
late the probability PrpXpiq

java.lang.reflect. ě 2814q “ 0.08,
which is interesting. In other words, for the subgroup defined
as psoftType “ Sales ^ softVersion “ V 3q, 75% of its
objects have a size that is greater than or equal to 2814MB
for the java.lang.reflect. package. This information
is valuable and surprisings since it deviates from what we
would expect based on its probability distribution.

As previously stated in Sec. II-D, the information content
is communicated to the user by transmitting the scales of
the values, instead of the exact values. As a consequence,
we define the new random variables Y

piq
l “ tlog2pX̂

piq
l qu.

Concretely, the IC of a pattern P P L is given as follows:

ICpP q “ IC ppPs, PAqq “ ´ log

˜

ź

oiPs

ź

elPPA

PrpY piq

l ě qα
s
l q

¸

,

“ ´
ÿ

oiPs

ÿ

elPPA

log
´

PrpY piq

l ě qα
s
l q

¯

,

“ ´
ÿ

oiPs

ÿ

elPPA

log

ˆ

p1 ´ plq
2
qα

s
l

´ p1 ´ plq
2
qα

s
l `1

˙

.

where qα
s
l is the quantile of order α of the values ty

piq
l uoiPs

for the concept el P PA



The description length (DL) is a measure of the complexity
involved in communicating a pattern P to a user. In our case
we propose to compute it based on both the subgroup pattern
Ps and the antichain PA. When communicating the antichain,
items closer to the root e1 are more likely to be familiar to
the user and easier to interpret. For instance, it is simpler to
communicate the package java.lang (2nd level) than the
class java.lang.reflect.Method (4th level). On the
other hand, a subgroup with only a few selectors is easier to
interpret as it helps to quickly pinpoint the root cause. In order
to characterize as many objects as possible in a subgroup that
is distinguished by an interesting antichain, we avoid linear
penalization of the subgroup size. Hence, the DL is given as:

DLpP q “ DLspPsq ¨ DLApPAq

“ pβ ¨ logp|s|q ` γ ¨ }Ps}q ¨

˜

η ¨ p
ÿ

elPPA

1 ` logp| ò telu|qq

¸

with β, γ and η are hyperparameters to weight each part of
the DL according to the user preferences.

C. Updating the Background Knowledge

When conveying a pattern to the user, her background
knowledge model must be updated to take into consideration
the new piece of information. The communicated pattern
values are likely to become the new expected values, and
therefore, the probability distributions must also be updated
accordingly. In the following, let R Ď L be the set of patterns
that have already been observed up to the ith iteration, that is,
R “ pP 1

s , P
1
Aq, ..., pP

piq
s , P

piq
A q. We refer to the quality of the

pattern P assuming the user has knowledge of R as:
SIpP | Rq “

ICpP |Rq

DLpP q
“

´ logpPrpP |Rqq

DLpP q

The probability PrpP | Rq represents the likelihood of pat-
tern P appearing in the data given that the user is aware of the
quantile of order α for the subgroup values of each concept for
all previously communicated patterns P 1 “ pP 1

s, P
1
Aq P R. In

other words, instead of knowing the exact value of each object,
the user only knows that its probability being higher than
qα

s1

l is p1 ´ αq. Thus, we update the probability distribution
PrpY piq

l “ ylq as follows:

PrpY piq

l “ ylq “

$

&

%

PrpY piq

l “ ylq ¨ 1´α

PrpY
piq

l
ěqα

s1

l
q
, if Y piq

l ě qα
s1

l .

PrpY piq

l “ ylq ¨ α

1´PrpY
piq

l
ěqα

s1

l
q
, otherwise.

For example, assuming that the user has been given the
subgroup s1 “ to1, o2, o7, o9u, whose antichain contains the
package java.lang.reflect and that the first quartile
(i.e., α “ 0.25) has been used to retrieve useful patterns, then
the new probability distribution for each of the objects in s1

must verify: PrpY piq
java.lang.reflect ě tlog2p2814quq “ 0.75.

The hierarchical organization of the concepts implies that
updating the probability distribution of a particular con-
cept will have a direct and recursive impact on its prede-
cessors and successors. For instance, if the user becomes
certain (with a probability of 75%) that the size of the
java.lang.reflect. package is larger than 2814, then
it follows that the size of its parent, java.lang., must also
be larger than 2814 with a probability greater than 75%, since

Xπl
ą Xl. These dependencies between the random variables

can be represented using a Bayesian tree, which is a graphical
model. To propagate the impact of updating some random
variables to all nodes in the hierarchy, we use the sum-product
inference algorithm [18].

D. Mining Interesting Patterns

The process of finding the most interesting patterns in our
context is very costly, since the computational complexity of a
subgroup discovery task is known to be prohibitive and results
from the huge size of the search space |S| that increases expo-
nentially. Besides, each generated subgroup pattern Ps P L∫
has to be evaluated with the set of all possible antichains
LA. Moreover, the interestingness measure used in this paper
SI is not monotonic (i.e., it is not straightforward to derive
non-trivial bounds on its values to prune some uninteresting
patterns), which implies that exhaustive search is not a feasible
strategy to be adopted. We employ optimization procedures
that are commonly used in both scenarios (i.e., enumeration
of subgroup patterns and the search for contrastive antichains).
We derive SCA-Miner, a heuristic approach that uses beam
search to generate at each level of the lattice the most
interesting subgroups with their associated antichain which is
retrieved with a greedy search algorithm w.r.t. the subjective
interestingness measure.

The proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1
(SCA-MINER), which is an iterative approach, that aims at
each iteration to provide the user with an interesting pattern
P . The algorithm starts by updating the model using the sum-
product method to incorporate the user’s previously acquired
knowledge R. Then, it employs a beam search strategy to
enumerate the subgroup patterns and use a greedy search
algorithm to derive the associated antichain that maximizes
the SI. The algorithm continues until the beam search yields
an empty pattern or the maximum size of the best patterns
collection P is reached. The beam search systematically
explores the conjunctions of selectors by expanding a limited
set of patterns that have the largest SI so far. It evaluates the
subgroup patterns on their set of hierarchies to extract the
best associated contrastive antichain. In this phase, a greedy
search method is used to build an antichain for a specific
subgroup pattern. This process is repeated on each level in
the beam search, where only the most promising patterns
are maintained. The mining process stops when all possible
selectors are explored or a chosen stopping criterion is met
(e.g., the search depth). The algorithm outputs the best pattern
found throughout the search.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the experimental study we
conducted to evaluate the quality of results provided by
SCA-Miner * to analyze Java memory errors reported by
our ERP software. We aim to assess whether the approach is
capable of identifying interesting patterns based on Subjective

*https://github.com/RemilYoucef/sca-miner

https://github.com/RemilYoucef/sca-miner


Algorithm 1: SCA-Miner
Input: the dataset: Dcrash “ pO,A,Hq, width: the number of

most promising subgroups per level, depth: the maximum
depth to explore in the lattice, threshold: a threshold on
the number of patterns.

Output: P: An ordered collection of patterns P P L sorted based
on iteratively updated SI .

1 P Ð xy

2 R Ð H

3 repeat
4 // Update the model with the sum-product algorithm
5 // and derive the probabilities PrpY piq

l “ ŷ
piq

l | Rq :
6 Sum-product(H, R)
7 // Get the best subgroup along with its associated contrastive

antichain:
8 pPs, PAq Ð BeamSearch(D, width, depth, R)
9 if Ps ‰ H and PA ‰ H then

10 P.appendppPs, PAqq

11 R Ð R Y pPs, PAq

12 until Ps “ H or PA “ H or |P| “ threshold;

Interestingness and whether the update of the background
model is effective. Additionally, we assess the interpretability
and relevance of the identified patterns in pinpointing potential
root causes regarding our case study.

A. Experimental Setup and Methodology

Datasets and hyperparameters. Our experimental study in-
volved analyzing more than 4,000 Java memory heap dumps
collected over a 3-month period from approximately 350
servers. To establish reference values for the average heap
space usage of each class or package, we generated a separate
dataset of heap dumps from healthy servers at the beginning
of each week. We only considered the top 200 classes in
each histogram associated with a heap dump, as these are
often the ones that retain the most heap space. The resulting
dataset comprised 3,320 memory snapshots, each described by
14 descriptive attributes, and mapped into hierarchies to con-
textualize each subgroup and antichain. We used the readily
available data mining tool Pysubgroup [19] to extend the
beam search algorithm to fit our pattern language and measure
of interest. We set the beam width to 50 and the number of
selective selectors to 4, and displayed the top 20 patterns based
on Subjective Interestingness (SI). We set the quantile of order
20 to inform users about 80% of the subgroup data values for
a specific concept. The hyperparameters associated with the
DL function were set empirically as β “ 0.8, γ “ 0.2, and
η “ 1.

Baselines. While there are no approaches in the literature
that specifically support hierarchical Subgroup Discovery with
interesting target concepts, we consider some baselines in
our study to highlight the benefits of SCA-MINER’s novel
features, including the hierarchical structure and the new
interestingness measure, as well as its capability to iteratively
update the user background knowledge to avoid redundancy.
First, we compare with the SI approach, which returns the best
results according to our interestingness measure, but does not
iteratively update the background model. Next, we compare

with Customized WRAcc (CWRAcc), which adapts the
widely-used WRAcc measure [20] to our problem, measuring
the deviation of the subgroup mean value from the mean value
of the entire dataset regarding a target concept. Specifically,
CWRAccpPs, PA, θq “ 1

|PA|θ

ř

elPPA
p 1

|s|

ř

oiPs x̂
piq
l ´x̄lq. We

run the Beam Search algorithm under the same hyperparame-
ters as SCA-MINER. We also compare against the KL diver-
gence, as performed in [21], to measure the difference between
the observed probability distributions for the contextualized
memory snapshots and the expected probability distribution,
at each level of the hierarchy. Finally, we perform a post-
processing step PP for each of these baselines to eliminate
redundant patterns according to the Jaccard coefficient, as
performed in the work of [22].

Comparative Metrics: To evaluate the effectiveness of
SCA-MINER compared to baselines, we utilize two met-
rics: Average Contrast and Redundancy. The first metric
measures the contrast between the observed subgroup values
x̂

piq
l and their expected values x̄l for each retrieved pattern.

We propose using the contrast metric defined as follows

for a pattern P : contrastpP q “
ř

el P PA

1
|s|

p
ř

oiPsx̂piqlq´x̄l
1

|s|

ř

oiPsx̂piql
.

The second metric, redundancy, measures the redundancy
between patterns communicated to the user while accounting
for the redundancy between hierarchically related concepts
of different antichains with respect to the same subgroup
elements. To accomplish this, we propose the following redun-
dancy measure evaluated on a set of patterns: redundpPq “
ř

PPPmaxP 1
PPzPJaccardps,s1

q¨
|elPPA|DekPP 1

A:elďek_ekďel|

|PAYP 1
A

|

|P|
.

B. Results interpretation

Comparative evaluation. Fig. 4 displays the comparative
measures used to evaluate SCA-MINER against the baseline
techniques discussed earlier. The SI measure produces larger
contrast values in general (with or without update) compared
to the CWRAcc and KL-Divergence measures. This is due to
the fact that CWRAcc typically retrieves antichains containing
nodes with higher counters, which do not necessarily result in
contrastive patterns, as their average contrast is remarkably
low when compared to that of the SI measure. Nonetheless,
the contrast values of the non-updated SI tend to be higher than
those of the updated SI because the algorithm often focuses on
the same top patterns, generating a high level of redundancy.
This redundancy is demonstrated in the bar graphs, where
more than 60% of the patterns are redundant, which makes the
process less surprising for the end user. Similarly, when using
the CWRAcc and KL-Divergence measures, the resulting
patterns often contain redundancy. Even after applying post-
processing to the final pattern set, there is still a much higher
level of redundancy when compared to using the updated SI
measure (only about 4% redundancy).

Illustrative results. We present the top 4 patterns discovered
by SCA-MINER from our dataset in Fig.5. Each pattern is
accompanied by a description of its corresponding subgroup
and the number of memory snapshots it covers. The red color



Figure 4: Comparison of contrast and redundancy between top
patterns of SCA-MINER against the baselines.

Figure 5: Top patterns returned by SCA-MINER

Table II: Statistics related to antichains that belong to the top
patterns retrieved with SCA-MINER

Top k Antichains x̄ Min q0.2 Avg Max

Top 1
company.outil.persistance 13 568 579 606 659
java.sql 7 267 271 284 305

Top 2
company.stock.gestion.
modele.LotContQualVal 3 1 344 458 749

Top3 java.util.HashMap$KeySet 2 1 104 104 106

Top 4
company.core.services.droits 21 104 482 541 730
company.outils.persistance.IK 8 80 82 88 118

in the figure represents the expected value of the concept
in the antichain, while the green color indicates the average
observed values of the subgroup with respect to this concept.
We chose to report the mean value in the charts since it is
more interpretable, intuitive, and comparable to the expected
value. However, in TableII, we also provide all the statistics
related to the top 4 patterns, including the minimum and
maximum value, and 0.2´order quantile, which further reveals
the properties of the subgroup distributions. Overall, our
approach has successfully identified interesting and surprising
over-expressed patterns for all the extracted patterns. These
patterns are diverse, non-redundant, and cover large subgroups
(e.g., 85 and 183 memory snapshots in the second and third
pattern). Additionally, our approach is capable of outputting
generic packages as well as single classes when relevant.

The first pattern discovered by the algorithm SCA-MINER
highlights that the server PAM-p-03012 experienced a
consistent increase in heap space usage for two pack-
ages: company.outils.persistance and java.sql.
The latter package includes several classes such as
sql.Timestamp and sql.BigDecimal, indicating that
the memory saturation is due to improper usage of the Direct
SQL API in the source code. This API allows direct access
to the database from the source code, bypassing the Hibernate
(Object-Relational-Mapping) layer. Although it avoids load-
ing Java objects mapped to the database in memory, it can
cause memory saturation with SQL objects if not properly
handled. The second component of the antichain is the package
company.outils.persistance, which covers classes
used to identify objects with primary keys, further strengthen-
ing the hypothesis of excessive object loading with the Direct
SQL API. This hypothesis was confirmed by reviewing past
maintenance resolution tickets, some of which occurred shortly
after memory saturation. It’s important to note that although
this incident highlights a memory crash problem, it is not a
memory leak, as it occurs rapidly due to an unhandled use
case. This confirms that our method is not limited to specific
issues and can diagnose any memory-related problem.

The antichain’s second pattern is noteworthy because it
highlights the class LotContQualVal, which is highly
contrastive for all Factory servers, with more than 97 weekly
users. This pattern reveals that the frequent use of this partic-
ular class in Factory servers tends to cause memory saturation
when the number of users exceeds a certain threshold, which is
considerably high in the context of an ERP for industries. De-
spite having the best Information Content (IC), this pattern is
ranked second because it has a lower generality and a relatively
high depth compared to other patterns (i.e., DLAis larger). On
the other hand, Despite having a smaller depth, pattern 3 has
been ranked lower than pattern 2 because it has more selectors
(3), making it less interpretable than pattern 2. The Factory
servers are crucial because they manage the core of the factory
and our clients’ production. The LotContQualVal class
is instrumental in identifying functionality with an unusual
problem, particularly those related to product quality features.
This problem leads to a quick saturation event, and many



(a) Size of the classes belonging to services.droits package in
pattern 4.

(b) Heap consumption of services.droits during 50 days in a
leaky server.

Figure 6: Explanations of one of SCA-MINER patterns

maintenance tickets raised by our clients have identified this
class as one of the crucial elements in root-cause analysis.

Pattern 4 highlights a prevalent issue in our ERP, which is
memory leaks caused by the RightValue class. Therefore,
in this pattern, we provide our experts with a more gen-
eral solution that identifies memory leak problems across all
classes in the services.droits package, rather than just
a specific class. This is shown in Fig.6a, where we compare
the expected value with the subgroup average value for all
relevant classes. Through further analysis with our experts, we
discovered a growing memory leak that had gone unnoticed
for several weeks (Fig.6b), which was not detected by other
supervision tools. The antichain package helped pinpoint the
source of the bug in the source code so that it could be fixed
as a temporary solution. However, to prevent this problem
from recurring, we established a systematic memory snapshot
control to monitor the trend of the package size.

V. RELATED WORK

Java Memory Analysis. When it comes to Java memory
analysis, identifying classes that leak memory and cause an
OutOfMemoryError with a large heap size can be an
overwhelming task for developers. One common approach
involves analyzing heap dumps with available tools such as
Eclipse-MAT [23] to determine which objects are con-
suming abnormally large amounts of heap space. However,
detecting and diagnosing memory leaks has been the subject
of a wide range of related work, including both static and

dynamic approaches. Static methods involve formulating leak
detection as a reachability problem by identifying value flows
from the source malloc to the sink free [24] or detecting
static liveness regions [25]. Dynamic methods, on the other
hand, rely on either growing types [8] (i.e., types with a
growing number of run-time instances) or object staleness [7],
[26] (i.e., the elapsed time since the last use of an object).
However, these methods and/or tools require either the entire
heap dumps or the complete code flow diagram as input,
which can be prohibitively expensive in industrial production
scenarios. Furthermore, unlike our approach, these solutions
are applied separately to analyze specific memory problems,
rather than considering a generic approach that handles simul-
taneously a large set of memory incidents.
Subgroup Discovery. Subgroup Discovery is recognized as
an important technique to derive insights or make discoveries
from data. This well-established data mining task aims to
identify interpretable local subgroups that foster some property
of interest. A popular case consists in binary target con-
cepts [20] that seeks to find subsets of data such that the
proportion of a specific target class is significantly higher than
expected. A considerable amount of literature on Subgroup
Discovery approaches consider complex target attributes such
as categorical [27], numerical [28], [29] and multi-target [30],
[31]. Furthermore, various approaches have been proposed to
generalize Subgroup Discovery to complex data structures,
e.g., sequential data [32] and graphs [33]. Hierarchies had
been early taken into account in the pattern syntax [34].
However, they remain under-exploited on the target side. None
of the existing techniques has exploited this framework for
hierarchical target concepts. Our proposed method is based
on the FORSIED framework [35], which formalizes the data
exploration process as an interactive exchange of information
between the model and data analyst, incorporating the ana-
lyst’s prior belief state. The framework employs Subjective
Interestingness (SI) [12], which has been successfully used to
assess subgroups in various structures such as n-ary relations
[36] and graphs [14], [15]. In [16], the authors investigated
the discovery of subjectively contrastive attributes within a
single hierarchy. Our work extends this approach by mining
subgroups across multiple hierarchies.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

As today’s IT environments continue to evolve, growing
larger and more intricate, they generate a diverse range of
heterogeneous data that necessitates efficient analysis for in-
cident management. This demands effective data-driven ap-
proaches rooted in the concept of AIOps, capable of extracting
insightful patterns from such data. In this paper, we presented
SCA-MINER, the first data mining algorithm enabling the
discovery of interesting and contextualized subgroups from
data with targets anchored in a hierarchy along with descrip-
tive attributes, while taking into account non-redundancy and
interestingness using the SI framework. Thanks to a real-
world dataset of Java memory incidents provided by our ERP
supervision team, we showcase several actionable patterns,



some of which have been seamlessly integrated into our rule-
based maintenance engine. Moving forward, we intend to
consistently employ the algorithm for the discovery of new
and interesting rules, bugs, and memory leaks. Additionally,
we plan to extend this methodology to other suitable use cases,
such as the analysis of microservices traces that document
hierarchy-like call dependencies among microservices. In par-
allel, we aim to enhance the computational efficiency of the
mining algorithm by incorporating and comparing alternative
heuristic approaches (e.g., MCTS, genetic algorithms, etc.).
For the algorithm’s practical usability in daily operations, akin
to regular SQL workload analyses conducted in [37], particular
emphasis should also be placed on the temporal dimension
when maintaining prior knowledge.
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